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AN ATTEMPT AT CCMPARTNG TWO METHODS OF TRAPPING 
SMALL RODENTS (IN PITFALLS AND L1VE TRAPS)* 

The trappability of Clethrionomys glareolus (Scbreber, 1780) and Apodemus 
agrarius (Pall as, 177 D in four forest habitats was studied. It has bccm stated that the 
catches of these two species differed. 70% of Clethrionomy6 glareolus catches were 
from pitfalls, and 60% of Apodemus agraritfs from live traps. Both the young individ
uals of C. glareolus and their adults were more frequently caught in ·pitfalls. After the 
breeding season, there was almost no difference in trappability of A. a.grarius by these 
two types of traps. 

The investigations were made near the Field Station of the Institute of 

Ecology, Polish Academy of Sciences, at Dztekanow Lesny near ·W:arsaw. 

The study area was covered by forest of the following types: Pineto-Querce

tum., Vaccinio nLyrtilli-Pinetum subass. molinietosum, Tilio-Carpinetum, Ca

rici elongatae-Alnetum (T r a c z y k and Tr a c z y k 1965) and occupied an area 

of 4.8 ha. Wooden live traps (two on each site) were arranged alternately with 

70 cm deep metal pitfalls in a grid, the trapping sites of which were 20 m 

apart. A description of the pitfall used is to be found in the study by An

drzejewski and Wroclaw ek (1963). 

The CMR method (Catch-Mark-Release) was used with oats as bait placed 

ins}de the traps and pitfalls. The anirr1als caught were individually marked 
by amputating the fingers according to the nun1era tion system adopted after 

*From the Institute of Ecology, Polish Academy of Sciences, W arszawa. 
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Andrz ejewski and Pielow ski (1956) according to Naumov (1951). 

After checking the numbers, ascertaining sex and approximately assessing 

age (very young, young, adult) the animals were released on the capture site. 

A vaginal smear was taken from the females. The traps \vere checked once 

daily in the morning. After the first seven captures in which all the traps and 

. 
Number of captures of Clethrionomys glareolus and Apodemus agrari us from different 

types of catches 
Tab. I 

The first The second 
seven cap- seven cap- Total Per· 

tures in tures in Live nwnher 
Species cent-Pitfalls traps pitfalls pitfalls of cap- age 

and live and live tures 
• traps traps 

pitfalls 254 226 280 760 70 

Clethrionomys 
glareolus • 

live 
traps 141 60 122 323 30 

pit£ alls 6 27 69 102 39 

A pod emus 
• a gran us 

live 
traps 43 68 44 155 61 

. 

pitfalls were used, captures were made every second day, opening in turn 

only traps, only pitfalls and then traps and pitfalls together. In all, in ad

dition to the first seven captures, 7 captures were rnade using only traps, 7 using 

only pitfalls and 7 using traps and pitfalls together. On days on which the 

whole trapping area, or only traps or pitfalls were closed, bait was sprinkled 

in open tra!JS or on the covers of the pitfalls. 

The investigations lasttd from August 22nd to October 21st 1962. 188 in

dividuals of Clethrionomys glareolus (Schreber, 1780) in 1,083 captures and 77 

individuals of Apodemus agrarius (Pallas~ 1771) in 257 captures were record

ed. TI1e numbers of captures in different kinds of catches are given in Table I. 

Distinction was made between ephemeral (one capture) and resident (greater 

number of captures) individuals (P e tr u se w i c 2 and And r z e j e w ski 1962) • 

. Apodernus flavicollis (Melchior, 1834) also occurred in the study area, but in 

such a small nun1ber (less than 20 individuals) that. they were not included 

in the analysis. 

The course taken by variations in numbers of resident ani1nals during the 
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experiment, calculated on the basis of the Calendar of Captures (CC) (P. e tru

sewicz and A.ndrz.ejewski 1962), is shown in Figure l. This was ape-
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Fig. 1. Variations in nwnbers of Clethrionomys glareolus (1) and (ipodemus agrarius (2) 

riod of relative stabilization of numbers in the case of Clethrionomys glareo

lus and for A'podemus agrarius a slow increase in numbers until they were 

established on a level of about 30 individuals. The total list, given jointly 
for the whole experiment, of captures in pitfalls and traps is given in Table I. 

The pitfall, as a simple, reliable trap, easy to use, is fairly frequently 

used for captures of small mammals (Snigirevska_ja 1939, Borowski 

· and De h ne 1 1952, No vi k o v 1953). It has the ad vantage, in corn par ison 

with the live trap, that it can catch several individuals simultaneously, which 

is particularly important in the case of sites .. visited by a large number of in

dividuals (And r z e .i e w ski and W ro c fa we k 1963). In the pre.sent experiment 

the mean number of captures for Clethrionomys glareolus was: on the site 

with the pitfall 12.6 and on that with two live traps 5.4 captures. The cottes

p,onding figures for A pod emus agrarius were 1. 7 and 2.6 captures. The data 

given in Table I and the mean values given above of captures per site reveal 

a considerable difference in the trappability of these two species. The great 

predominance of captures of Clethrionomys glareolus in pitfalls and Apode

mus agrarius in live traps is remarkable. 

In order to be able better to compare the degree of trappability of rodents 

by means of pitfalls and live traps analysis was made of the marking process 

of the population during the first capture days. A diagram of cumuJated per

centage of appearance of new individuals (newly marked) for Clethrionomys 

glareolus is given in Figure 2. The marking process takes place far more rap

idly when pitfalls are used than when live traps are used. For Apodemus agrcv. 

rius it was not possible to make a similar analysis on account of the small 
~ 

number of new individuals during this period. 
During inspections of the trapping surface the fairly frequent encounter 

of very young individuals and families of hank voles caught together in one 
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pitfall was remarkable. In 14 cases these were females with several young, 

the size of which showed that they had only just begun to emerge from the 
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Fig. 2. Cumulative percentage of captures of new individuals of Clethrionomys gJa
reolus 

1 - pitfalls, 2 - live tTap s 

nest. The fact that such young individuals are almost never found in live 

traps may he due to their being too light to press the floor down and cause 

the trap to shut. Adamczewska (1959) also found during captures of Apo

demus flavicollis that individuals caught in pitfalls are distinguished by less

er measurements than individuals caught in live traps. 

If we ace ept that an individual has chances of being caught every day dur

ing trapping ~ith pitfalls, live trap or combined pitfall and live trap (if it 

happens to be a day when both kinds of trap are in use) it is possible to cal

culate how many chances it had of being caught during its stay in the area 

and what percentage of these chances was realized by captures in pitfalls 

and live traps. An analysis of this kind was made for individuals of Clethrio

nomys glareolus recorded during inspections as very young and young. The 

percentage of chances of capture which actually took place is 56.4 for young 

voles in pitfall traps and 22.0 in live traps. The difference in number of cap

tures by pitfall and live trap for this species is also maintained in the case 

of young individuals. On account of the very small number of individuals re

corded as young it was not possible to make a similar analysis for Apode-
• mus agranus. 

Assuming that rodents caught once only (ephemeral) are mainly migrants, 

that is animals unfamiliar with the area or only passing through the area, it 

may be expected that they will be caught to an equal extent in both kinds 

of traps, in accordance with the probability of their reaching a site with a pit

fall or live trap (with a possible slight predominance in favour of pitfalls as 
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being more reliable). In the given experiment the number of captures of ephe

meral Clethrionomys glareolus was: 17 in pitfalls and 14 in live traps, that 

is, captures agreed with the assumption and differed from those of resident in

dividuals, among which ~aptures in pitfalls greatly predominate. Among ephe

meral individuals of Apodemus agrarius 12 were caught in pitfalls and 8 in 

traps - but these figures are too small to pennit of drawing conclusions from 
them. 

Resident animals may exhibit increasing "attachment" to a given kind 

of trap or may change them with continuing length of residence in the trapping 

area. In order to assess this calculation was made of the percentage of chan

ces of capture taken in pitfalls and live traps (as was done for the young in

dividuals) depending on length of residence from 2 to 10 trappings and from 
11 to 19 trappings. The results are given in Table II. Clethrionomys glareo

lus exhibits increase in the percentage .of utilized chances of capture in pit-

Percentage of realized chances depending on the length of residence of Clethrionomys 
glareolus and Apodemus agrarius 

Tab. II 

Length of residence (captures) 

Species 2-10 11-19 
. 

pitfalls live traps pitfalls live traps 

Clethrionomys . 
56 31 60 19 glareolus 

Apodemus agrarius 32 45 20 32 

falls with increasing length of residence. In the case of Apodemus agrarius 

the difference in captures is maintained unchanged (more in live traps, less 

in pitfalls). 
The use of the Calendar of Captures n1ethod, which unlike any other method 

pennits of estimating simultaneously the history of the life of the whole popu

lation and of each individual during the time the experiment lasts, made it 

possible to observe that after a period of a very sl!lall number of captures 
of individuals of Apodemus qgrarius in pitfalls a sudden increase in the num

ber of captures takes place. It was assumed that this may be connected with 

the end of the breeding season and the consequent change in the animals' 

behaviour. Analysis of vaginal sn1ears made it possible to establish the date 

, after which there were no sexually active females of either species,. then 
' 

calculation was made of the percentage of .utilized chan~es of being caught 

in pitfalls and live traps for both species during the breeding season and 
after its completion (Fig. 3). It was found that while Clethrionomys gtareolus 
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exhibits a considerable (statistically significant) predominance of cap~.ures 
in pitfalls during the breeding season and that after the. end of this period the 

A B . 
C. glart~lus A. agrarius C. glal'f.~lus A.agParius 

60 

40 ·. 

20 

Fig. 3. Realized chances of captures of C lethrionomys glareolus and A pod emus cigra• 
rius in reproduction period (A) and period after reproduction (B) . . 

1 - pi tf all s, 2 - live traps 

predomina~ce increases slightly, . in the case· of Apodemus agrarius the way 

in which individuals of this species are caught in the two kinds o£ traps· a~ters 
completely. 

During the reproduction period there is an enonnous predominance of the 

percentage of utilized chances of captures in live traps (60% in live tmps, 

10% in pitfalls; difference statistically significant), while after the end of 

this period the percentage of utilized chances of captures in pitfalls and live 

traps is almost identical (33% in pitfalls, 36% in live ~raps; difference. non-.si
gnifican t). 

Owing the simultaneous use of pitfalls and live traps,in one trapping area it 
• 

proved possible to observe differences In the capture ·of diff~rent species . 

It appears that when only pitfalls or only live traps are used it must be remem
bered that the estimated numbers may be increased or decreased, depending 

on the way in which the given species reacts to the ·kind of trap or on the in
terrelations between the species. Differences found in the captures of the ani

mals before and after the breeding season lead to the assumption that behaviour 

undergoes a radical change during this period. It is possible that after a period 

of aggressive relations between the species when the activity of the reproduct

ive· glands ceases there is a period of mutual tolerance. This ass,umption is 

confirmed by the fact that in the given experiment only 7 joint captures were 

found during the ·reproduction period of Clethrionomys glareolus and Apodemus 

agrarius in a pitfall, while after the reproduction period 20 such cases were 

found, that is, almost treble the number. 

I am extremely grateful to G, Bujalska, M, Se., for carrying out the ~~alyses 
of vaginal smears, 
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PR6BA POROWNANIA DWOCH METOD POLOWOW DROBNYCH GRYZONI 
(W CYLINDRY I W PULAPKI ZYWOLOWNE) 

StreszczeniP 

Na powierzchni wynoSZi\Cej 4,8 ha rozstawiono pu}apki zywolowne :c.a przemian 
z cylindrami w odleglosci eo 20 m. Stosowano metod~ CMR ( lowienie, znakowania, 
wypuszczenie); przyn~t<\ byl owies. Pulapki hyiy czynne na przemian z cylindtami 
luh lttcznie z nimi. Lowiono glowni e osobniki Clethrionomys glareolus (Schreber, 
1780) i Apodemus agrarius (Pallas, 1771). 

Wykazano, ze istniejq roznice w lowieniu si~ osobnikow obu badanych gatunk6w. 
Osobniki C. glareolus lowily si~ w 70% w cylindry a osobniki A. agrorius w 60% w pu
lapki (tab. I). Na podstawie stopnia wylav.ialnosci nowych osobnik6w C. glareollJs 

w pierwszych dniach potow6w stwierdzono istnienie mozliwosci szybszego oznako
wania populacji za pomoc'l cylindrow niz za pomocfl pulapek (fig. 2). 

Mlode osobniki C. &lareolus lowHy si~ - podobnie jak dorosle - w wi~kszym pro
cencie w cylindry, natomiast osobniki cfemeryczne tego gatunku lowily si~ prawi e 
rownomiemie w oba rodzaje pulapek. Stwierdzono roznice w lowieniu si~ osobnikdw 
obu gatunk6w w okresie rozmnazani'a si~ i po jego zakonczeniu. W okresie rozmna
zan.ia si~ istnieje znaczna przewaga zlowien osobnikow C. glareolus w cylindry; 
A. agrarius - w pulapki. Po okresie rozmnazania osobniki A. agrarius lowifl. si-: pra
wie w jednakowym procencie w cylindry i w· pulapki (fig. 3). Mozna Sf.\dzi~, ze agre
sywne stosunk.i mi~dzy osobnikami ohu gatunk6w, charakterystyczne dla okresu roz
mnazania si~, ust~puj'l po jego zakonczeniu i nast~puje okres wzajemnej tolerancji 
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